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Since the dissolution of Soviet Union, Russian society has undergone historic change. 
Following the upheaval of the 1990s, the beginning of the 21st century was characterised by 
economic growth and stabilisation. This period of socioeconomic change has frequently been 
interpreted as the cradle of an emerging “middle class”, triggering the transition from a socia-
list to capitalist society. However, while some researchers find a fuzzy share of “middle class” 
in descriptive criteria, others question the applicability of the analytical category of “middle 
class” to contemporary Russian society on principle. Drawing from ongoing research in Mos-
cow, this article scrutinises this conventional class ontology by pointing out the ambiguities 
of the socioeconomic dynamics, based mainly on qualitative ethnographic fieldwork. As a pro-
ductive lens to reveal social dynamics, the article distinguishes between formalist and subs-
tantivist uses of the term “middle class”, thus implying that a new language is needed to re-
flect this distinction. Illustrating these arguments through two ethnographic examples, it aims 
to contribute to current anthropological debates about class and post-socialism.

Keywords: Middle Classes, Russia, Anthropology of Class, Post-Socialism, Social Mobility

“Talking about a middle class in Russia by no means 
makes it possible to understand Russian society”

— Samson and Krasilnikova (2014: 62)

Since the dissolution of Soviet Union, Russian society has undergone historic change, 
transforming its economic and societal basis. Following the upheaval of the 1990s with their 
hyperinflation, property reallocation and political disorder, the beginning of the 21st cen-
tury was characterised by economic growth and stabilisation. This unique historic pe-
riod of socioeconomic change was frequently interpreted as the cradle of an emerging 
“middle class”, triggering a societal transition2 from a socialist to capitalist society. As ear-
ly as 1995, President Yeltsin assigned a key role in successful consolidation to the future 

1 This work is part of a PhD project, which is funded by the German Academic Scholarship Foundation.
* B. Begemann is a PhD Candidate in Social and Cultural Anthropology, University of Vienna, 

a1408333@unet.univie.ac.at.
2 I will later further elaborate a distinction between transition and transformation. While transformation 

refers to amore open process, transition implies a more unilinear, teleological process. For more details, 
see the subsection on the anthropology of post-socialism.
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formation of a “middle class”.3 In political and academic discourse, this increasingly became 
a catchphrase for a normative “Western”-style modernisation.

However, there is considerable disagreement on how to conceptualise “middle class”. 
When I told informants about my project, a typical, jocular, reply was: “but there is no middle 
class in Russia, so who would you ask?” In academic literature, sociologists also disagree. De-
pending on the various criteria used, sociological studies have found that as little as 5% or as 
much as 52% of Russian society belongs to the “middle class” (Remington, 2011: 99; Gont-
makher and Ross, 2015: 269), making it a fuzzy concept indeed.4 As I planned my research pro-
ject based on these ambiguous and inherently imprecise data, the Russian “middle class” re-
minded me of a “guinea pig”. Just as this animal is neither a pig nor from Guinea, the so-called 
“middle class” seems to be neither in the midst of society nor a homogeneous social class.5 
Departing from this humorous analogy, the analytical punch line of the anecdote soon became 
one of the main hypotheses of my research project: the formal criteria defining the fuzzy group 
do not relate to an analytical group of common functional elements in content. To grasp this 
distinction analytically, I shall borrow the terms of the “formalist-substantivist” debate in an-
thropology, the Polanyian “economistic fallacy”, in which

a “formalist” approach emphasises the regular operation of ideas, in this case the uni-
versal claims of neoclassical economics; while a “substantivist” approach gives priority 
to the empirical content of material circumstances and disputes that this diversity can be 
adequately grasped through just one set of concepts (Hann and Hart, 2011: 57).

In these terms, then, “middle class” might well be identified by descriptive criteria in a for-
malist manner, transferring formal criteria from other societies; but it appears not to be a useful 
and productive analytical term for researching and understanding Russian society. The pur-
pose of this article is to lay out ambiguities in the contradiction-laden character of an econo-
mic middle stratum of society. By ethnographically sketching the complex lived experiences 
of these middle classes and relating my empirical findings to theories of social class, I aim 
to gain insights into processes of social classification. The variety of means of livelihoods en-
compassed within formally similar criteria will enable me to problematise the universal validity 
of conventional class ontology, which is mainly developed in and for capitalist societies. This 
will prove useful in developing a new language that will — as suggested by this article’s epi-
graph — characterise contemporary Russian society better than “middle class” does.

I begin this article with a short description of my research field and a reference to the so-
cioeconomic conditions of a “Muscovite microcosm”. I next briefly review academic debates 
about the emergence of a so-called “middle class” — or rather multiple middle classes6 — 

3 Russ. (Yeltsin, 1995): «Острой проблемой остается медленное формирование среднего клас-
са — оплота социальной и политической стабильности».

4 Most of the respective literature proposes criteria, as higher income, higher education, higher 
professional status and self-identification (cf. Balzer, 1996; Gontmakher, 2008; Maleva, 2008; Gorshkov and 
Tikhonova, 2008; Remington, 2011; Avraamova and Maleva, 2016; Gorshkov, 2016). Depending on the degree 
of application (some take a minimum of three, some take all four, etc.) the results vary quite significantly.

5 I first learned this joke in a different context. A Russian journalist told me that at the beginning 
of the 1990s, when political parties were newly founded in the Soviet Union, many were named according 
to formalistic “Western” political divides despite representing different constituencies: just as the guinea 
pig was neither from Guinea nor a pig, allegedly the “Liberal-Democratic Party of Russia” was referred 
in a popular anecdote as neither liberal nor democratic. A sarcastically sharpened version of the punch 
line, which transferred designations without accurately considering context, turned out to be appropriate 
for my research.

6 As the use of “middle class” in its singular form suggests a homogeneous social class, I will rather 
use its plural form of middle classes — without quotation marks. If, in the following, I want to emphasise 
the essentialising use, I will refer to the singular form, but then use quotation marks.
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in post-socialist , transforming, Russia. Reviewing anthropological debates about post-socia-
lism and class, I discuss their analytical implications for this research project. Finally, drawing 
on both ethnographic findings and anthropological debates, I sketch the main themes of my 
ethnographic fieldwork. By doing so, I scrutinise conventional class ontology to illustrate what 
ethnographic research can contribute to research on class.

Locating the Middle Classes

The referred fieldwork for this research project was conducted in the spring of 2018. While 
focussing on Moscow, I also collected data in other areas, such as Irkutsk Oblast, Buryatia 
and Krasnoyarsk Krai. Based on this data, I chose to deepen research in Moscow due to its 
particular prominence as a metropolitan environment where various and competing influences 
on livelihoods become eminently visible. After conducting fieldwork that included nearly forty 
interviews with people of middle income7, I developed a quantitative online survey on the main 
themes emerging from my qualitative content analysis. My interview partners were between 23 
and 52 years old, representing various professions. Among them, four were university lectu-
rers, four high school teachers, two CEOs of medium-sized companies and two of small com-
panies, three project managers in multinational enterprises, a bank officer, a mining worker, 
three students, a journalist and several professionals working in government administration. 
Out of the 38 interviewees, 32 had a university degree. In the following sections, I will elaborate 
on why I chose to focus on economic middle income criteria in Moscow as a point of departure. 
In the further outline of the article, two cases will illustrate this choice in a more particular way.

To start with, one should take into account that Russia is one of the most “asymmetrical 
federations” (Gontmakher and Ross, 2015: 273) in the world in terms of socioeconomic status, 
ethnic composition, territories and populations. Other authors as Moshaew (2002: 101) take 
up this theme by arguing that the Russian regions are easily distinguishable by criteria such as 
the amount of foreign economic investment (centre vs. periphery) and resource extraction (raw 
material deposit areas). This phenomenon is conceptualised as “punctual globalisation” (ibid.) 
and is closely linked to people’s adaptation ability (Samson and Krasilnikova, 2014: 42) in new 
and transforming circumstances. This emphasises the necessity of attention to spatiotemporal 
embedding in socio-scientific enquiries. Moreover, it reminds us to also beware of “methodo-
logical nationalism” (Wimmer and Glick Schiller, 2002), the homogenisation and essentialisa-
tion of the nation state as an analytical category. While economic transformations in a post-so-
cialist economy and interactions with global capitalism do take place in Russia, even within 
one country, their kind and degree can differ significantly. So, when looking at the Muscovite 
middle classes, one needs to take into account a megalopolitan environment with a great share 
of foreign investment, a magnetic attraction of migration and a very dynamic labour market, 
just to name a few aspects (Gontmakher and Ross, 2015: 273f.). This would seem to impact 
whom to talk with concerning middle classes. However, even choosing locations within Mos-
cow turns out to be complicated. While researchers such as Klein et al. (2018) found their focus 
groups in specific neighbourhoods of big cities in Brazil, this turns out to be harder in Rus-
sia. When considering rent levels, there are of course some indicators — such as the propor-
tion of rent to the distance to the city centre, nearest metro station, etc. — but it would be 
an oversimplification to name particular “middle class” areas based on rent levels. Moreover, 
the rate of homeownership is very high, reaching up to 87.2% (Trading Economies, 2016). Due 
to the socialist allocation of housing and the subsequent privatisation policy in the 1990s, there 
is still little social segregation, apart from some newly built super-rich districts as “Rublevka”. 

7 According to official statistics, median income in Moscow states 48,200 rubles, which equates 
at the moment to around €650 (RIA Novosti, 2017).
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For instance, owning a flat in the city centre could thence have many reasons: having earned 
millions of rubles to buy it, or having lived or been registered in it in the early 1990s and then 
having privatised it for a relatively low fee.

Moreover, what is conceptualised as middle, in, for example, income stratification, is highly 
debatable. According to official statistics, the middle (i.e. median) income in Moscow is 48,200 
rubles (around €650) a month (RIA Novosti, 2017). However, income differentiation is high, as 
shown by the 2013 decile coefficient (ratio between the average income of the poorest and 
the richest 10% of the population) of 16.3 (Sibirskaya et al., 2013: 130). Based on the Interna-
tional Labour Organisation (2013: 33) definition of middle income as 70–150% of the median, 
one would thus end up with a quite small stratum that would probably lack any distinct charac-
teristics. Other analyses use a monthly income of more than 120,000 rubles as one of the cri-
teria (RBK in Echo Moskvy, 2018). Whereas this doubtless selects for a wealthy socioeconomic 
group, this could scarcely be described as the middle classes. Even taking 100,000 rubles as 
a marker would include only 4.1% of the whole population (RIA Novosti, 2017). Thus, it is diffi-
cult to approach such an indistinct and hard to circumscribe category of analysis using quan-
titative data. Since one has to start somewhere, I decided to begin my fieldwork using mainly 
economic criteria and refine the anthropological analysis from there. I thus conducted research 
with people with monthly incomes above 50,000 rubles with no real upper limit. Although this 
includes some people with incomes far above the average — and thus oversteps the middle 
strata — it is quite valuable in reflecting dynamics of social mobility and the ethnographic exa-
mples will underline this aspect. Taking this as a point of departure, then, I aim to focus my 
analysis as it is in progress.

Starting with material issues, one of the topics I necessarily touched on in interviews was 
self-identification. When I asked people in my research field in Moscow whether they felt themsel-
ves to be part of a so-called “middle class”, some of them answered: “well, not yet, but I’m striving 
for it”. Others added that they actually never thought about the term before and only had certain 
associations about it. However, when it came to self-identification in verbal terms, most people 
subjectively associated themselves with a middle stratum (sloi rather than class): position 5–6 on 
a scale from 1–10 (q.v. Tikhonova, 2018: 19). Kordonsky (2008: 40) states that in contempora-
ry Russia there is hardly a social group that people can unambiguously identify with (excluding 
clichés such as oligarchs, bandits, simple people, etc. (ibid.: 134). Rather, it seems that people 
identify with multiple or even mutually-contradicting status groups. Whereas some, including 
Kordonsky (2008) see this as a sort of Durkheimian (1982: 21)“anomie”, others emphasise these 
ambiguities as being instead a common phenomenon of societies in transformation (Tikhonova, 
2018: 22). For those, this recalls similarities with what Yurchak (2005) describes as the last phase 
of socialism, where contradicting meanings were probably the only reliable norm. These ambi-
guous circumstances thus call for ethnographic examination. There is a definite anthropological 
interest in grasping the various and indistinct lines “between the way things are formally declared 
to be and the way in which things get done in practice” (Ledeneva, 2013: 3). Regarding the various 
transformations and changes in Russia’s society during the last thirty years, it is not very surpri-
sing that people may feel unclear about their social identity. In particular, this seems to hold true 
for the concept of “middle class” as it is used in various contexts with divergent and sometimes 
contradicting meanings. For instance, in normative contexts, like the President’s Poslanie (i.a. 
Yeltsin, 1995; Medvedev, 2008; Putin, 2007, 2012, 2018), it points to a progressive societal and 
economic transformation in general and rather refers to formalist, neoclassical meanings. Mostly 
used by politicians (ibid.) or marketing companies (Gerasimenko 2017), it indicates a term of be-
longing, of “membership in a First World translocal social order” (Fehérváry, 2012: 124). Howe-
ver, it is often ambiguously referred to as a category of self-identification. It became a buzzword 
for better life to many people. As fieldwork results show, people with an above average income 
between 50,000–100,000 rubles do not quite feel above average. They refer to “middle class” 
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as a “would rather be” or “still ahead” category for themselves. This might have several reasons. 
One that a larger part of society is extremely poor and even though my Muscovite respondents 
are statistically above the average, they do not feel rich and have other standards to compare 
themselves to.8 Another reason is that people feel a discrepancy between their lived and expe-
rienced reality of economic possibilities and their ascribed social status. Many people in Russian 
post-Soviet society do not regard themselves as winners in post-socialist transformations. On 
the contrary, many issues of post-socialist transformation are perceived as unjust, criminal and 
unfair by large parts of the Russian population all over the country (Volkov and Kolesnikov, 2018: 
1–2). During the upheaval of the 1990s, when an enormous property reallocation took place, only 
a very few managed to get very rich. As with Marx’s “primitive accumulation” (Marx, 1962: 741) 
of capital, this reallocation and privatisation of former state property in the end formed a — fairly 
uneven and perceived as unjust — point of departure for any further socioeconomic develop-
ments after the 1990s.

Regarding the striking unevenness, perceived injustice towards one’s position in society 
and mechanisms of social mobility are thus at the core of my research into the middle classes. 
The issues mentioned referring to the mixed and uneven socioeconomic conditions will serve 
as a scaffolding for my ethnographic findings. Before illustrating the ambiguous incorporation 
in socioeconomic dynamics even within one location at two examples, I will now shortly review 
existing research about Russian middle classes.

(Trans)Formation of Russian Middle Classes in Academic Research

After the fall of Soviet Union the idea that the former socialist part of the world would aban-
don its economic, political and social system and eventually and quite “naturally” transition into 
Western-model capitalist market societies, was considered “common sense” by many econo-
mists and politicians (Verdery, 1996: 334). However,

Ovsey Shkaratan, Natal’ya Tikhonova, German Diligenskiy, and others have all pointed out 
that the transition from the Soviet system of social stratification, in which status directly de-
pends on the intertwining of state power (vlast’) and property, to one of capitalist class rela-
tions, based on private property, has been tenuous and incomplete (Remington, 2011: 107).

So, transformation should not be seen as a clearly circumscribed period, with society chan-
ging from A to B between one day and another. Rather, ongoing transformations continue to take 
place. Thus, for many societies in transformation, the dialectic between different forms of eco-
nomic incorporation entails a discussion about society’s stratification. This precarious charac-
ter of society in general points to the large debates looming about the disputed “configuration 
of post-socialist middle classes” (Heiman et al., 2012: 3) in particular. A great deal of political 
and public discourse saw the creation of a “middle class” as inevitable, simultaneously a result 
and promoter of the economic transition from socialism to capitalism, although this view was 
criticised in anthropology as a unilinear and teleological “transitology” (Verdery, 1996: 336). No-
netheless, a crucial part of the published literature in anthropology and sociology focuses on 
“middle class” in a formalistic manner, “as if” it were naturally there, defining it by sociological 
criteria according to a certain income, a certain level of education, and self-identification (see 
i.a. Maleva, 2008; Gorshkov and Tikhonova, 2008; Remington 2011). Following Moore‘s (1966: 
418) notion of “no bourgeoisie, no democracy” many authors in academia as well as in public dis-
course expressed their hopes and beliefs in the new “middle class”. In Russia’s booming 2000s, 

8 As statistics show, Moscow is third in income among Russian regions (RIA Novosti, 2017). However, 
prices are extremely high and the share of people earning more than 100,000 rubles is 17.05% (ibid.).
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the emerging middle class was commonly alleged to be a backbone and bearer of democracy, 
irreversibly following economic growth and the transition to market economy (For “middle class” 
in general, see Lipset, 1959; for the Russian case in particular, see Kolesnikov, 2011; Siegert, 
2013; Gontmakher and Ross, 2015; Rosenfeld, 2017). Furthermore, in post-colonial as well as 
in post-socialist contexts, “middle class” tends to be described as a “universal” and “uniform” 
ideal type, being a product of economic growth and gain for everyone (Seidl, 2017: 176f.). In op-
position to this formalist approach, I argue, similarly to other authors (Samson and Krasilnikova, 
2014, Mrowczynski, 2010), that this is more wishful thinking than scientific, and ends up trapped 
in the same metaphorical transfer as the “guinea pig” analogy. For a given “definite structure 
of society, the class theory works; but what if that structure itself undergoes a change?” (Polanyi, 
2001 [1944]: 159). Following Polanyi’s (ibid.) argument, “middle class” in one society does not 
necessarily mean “middle class” in another; so one has to beware of transferring a formalist, phe-
nomenological notion without regard to its substantive grounds.

The discussions about the configuration of those called “middle class” in Russia, illustrates 
this confusion as well. On the one hand, classical “middle class” professions in capitalist Eu-
ropean societies in a Marxist sense (Marx, 1965: 576), such as academics, doctors and small 
and medium entrepreneurs were usually hard to find among those with middle or higher inco-
me in Russia; on the other, those with higher income were to a great extent directly related to, 
and dependent on, administrative state institutions, e.g. senior ministerial officials. These last 
higher income professionals were — in contrast to Lipset’s (1959) and Moore’s (1966) above 
described assumptions — not associated with political independence or economic innovation 
(Gontmakher and Ross, 2015: 274) and had quite mixed views on socioeconomic issues (Gud-
kov et al., 2009). Moreover, the referred criteria are not cumulative: one does not necessarily 
lead to the other and the group of people with higher education and high professional status 
such as academics or medical doctors is not necessarily congruent with that of people of high 
income. Samson and Krasilnikova (2014) sharpened this observation, concluding that the

[…] persistence in the search for, the analysis, and the dissection of the middle class 
in Russia is not a scientific approach; instead, it represents faith in the existence of that 
class. In other words, Russia’s middle class is a myth. […] This myth, which is promulgated 
by the West, conceals a desire to create Western-type countries all over the world, espe-
cially in the postcommunist countries. […] It is thus becoming clear that the social struc-
ture in Russia differs from that of Western societies for which the term “middle class” was 
created (Samson and Krasilnikova, 2014: 62).

Samson and Krasilnikova (2014) call Russia’s “middle class” a myth, while Mrowczynski 
(2010: 35) considers it an “ahistorical concept”. Is the “middle class”, then, non-existent, even 
though there are both people with high income and people with high status and education? Or 
is it like the “guinea pig”, named in a formalist way, but ignoring empirical evidence with regards 
to substance, although? In their examination of the Brazilian “new middle class”, Klein et al. 
(2018) bypass this analytical problem in an intriguingly artful way: the authors call their focus 
group the “previously poor” (ibid.) and thereby avoid any a priori assumptions. However, for 
Russia, this analytical turn does not work: just 30 years ago, people in Soviet society had fairly 
equal economic conditions. So, the Russian middle classes remain an elusive target.

The middle class […] size and shape shift depending on how it is conceptualised and 
measured, to the point that there is substantial doubt as to whether there is any single 
social group that merits being classified as a middle class at all (Remington, 2011: 115).

The nature and condition of this ‘middle class’ thus calls for ethnographic examination. 
First, to grasp the evolving social formation from a bottom-up perspective and thereby to better 
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understand macro-anthropological contexts, in-depth ethnographic material is indispensable. 
This is demonstratively underlined for social transformation in general in the anthropological li-
terature of post-socialism (Bridger and Pine, 1998; Berdahl, 2000; Hann et al., 2002), above all 
for research into formation of middle classes (Heiman et al., 2012; Klein et al., 2018). Secondly, 
anthropology is the discipline par excellence to counter “transitological”, sociocentric inquiries 
through the acquisition of a foundation of substantivist knowledge. Thus, “theorizing through eth-
nography” (Heiman et al., 2012) is of particular value in developing an analytical framework for 
conceptualising those so-called middle classes. Furthermore, there is still remarkably little an-
thropological research on processes of social classification in Russia. Hence, delineating lived ex-
perience while putting it into conversation with broader social forces is of deep scientific necessity 
and promises a valuable contribution to anthropological debates. It aims, as Caroline Humphrey 
once formulated the goal of her ethnography of two collective farms, “to achieve an understan-
dable representation, embracing the plasticity of the here and now” (Humphrey, 1998: xix).

The following discussion of anthropological debates about post-socialism and class will 
address theoretical tools for this endeavour. By putting their theoretical arguments into conver-
sation with the empirical findings described so far, I aim to scrutinise conventional middle class 
ontologies beyond a formalist-substantivist dichotomy.

Going Beyond Conventional Class Ontologies. Anthropological Debates 
of Post-Socialism and of Class

Anthropology of Post-Socialism
The anthropology of post-socialism is first and foremost a body of literature focussing 

on a geographical area of former socialist states (Verdery in Hann, Humphrey and Verdery, 
2002: 15). Nowadays, authors like Müller (2019, forthcoming) refer to it by the term “Global 
East”, complementing Global South and North. This construct implies the existence of analyti-
cally salient conditions of everyday life faced by people throughout these countries in contrast 
to those living in formerly “Western” countries. “So while post-socialism is certainly a construct 
of the academy, it is not ours alone, and it does correspond to certain historical conditions out 
there” (Humphrey in Hann, Humphrey and Verdery, 2002: 12). However, this should also remind 
us of the heterogeneity and diversity of those “historical conditions” (ibid.) within the former so-
cialist world. For instance, reallocation of land in the agricultural sector in the 1990s happened 
to be implemented quite differently in Hungary from Romania (cf. Thelen, 2003), even though 
both of these neighbouring countries have socialist histories. Hence, no path dependen-
cy should be assumed based on a socialist past. Whereas little may be gained in normatively 
contrasting “Eastern” to “Western” societies (Burawoy and Verdery, 1999: 15, Thelen, 2003: 
43), the notion of post-socialism should be, rather, an imperative to reveal the spatiotemporal 
particularities of each site.

Just as no path dependency should be assumed, no teleological assumptions on social 
development should be imposed on research either. This persistent issue is well presented 
(if often implicitly) in a central debate of post-socialist anthropological discourses: the tran-
sition-transformation debate. Many authors (cf. Verdery, 1996; Berdahl, 2000; Hann, Hum-
phrey and Verdery, 2002) criticise a widespread assumption, emanating from “a swift and pain-
less shift from socialist totalitarianism to liberal democracy, and from the planned economy 
to the market” (Giordano and Kostova, 2002: 74). This “transitology” (Verdery, 1996: 336) indi-
cates a unilinear and evolutionary development of all (post-socialist) societies, as if capitalist 
democracy was the “end of history” (Fukuyama, 1989). In contrast, Berdahl (2000) emphasises 
the open and processual character of the social changes after 1989 using the term of “trans-
formation” or “transformations”. This notion remained, then, in most of the anthropological li-
terature of post-socialism.
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As an anthropological project based on ethnographic fieldwork, this article is clearly com-

mitted to an open investigation beyond normative models of development. This is a clear ar-
gument for a “transformative” approach that takes the spatiotemporal embedding of the eth-
nographic field into account. As I have already touched upon in the introduction, this goes 
hand in hand with a substantivist approach, which prioritises empirical findings as a base for 
further theorizing. However, this should not lapse into an isolated presumption of Russia’s 
“unique” social development. Rather, it reminds us to not only collect ethnographic data, but 
also to put it into conversation with aspects which might not be empirically observable, but ne-
vertheless cast a shadow. Suvi Salmenniemi (2012) emphasises this question, stating a need 
“for further research into the processes of social classification in Russia and the ways in which 
they are connected with global mechanisms of inequality” (Salmenniemi, 2012: 16f). As Tho-
mas H. Eriksen notes in the preface to the 2010 edition of Eric R. Wolf’s Europe and the People 
Without History, “the networked capitalist world is a framework, or scaffolding, for almost any 
serious inquiry into contemporary cultural and social dynamics” (Wolf and Eriksen, 2010 [1982]: 
29). In particular,

anthropologists of post-socialism have found that their subject matter has been even more 
directly exposed to the forces and paradoxes of this global programme [of capitalism] than 
other regions of the world, while being even less prepared. This is why the anthropology 
of post-socialism is so rich and has so much to offer in building up a new global and com-
parative anthropology (Kalb, 2002: 322).

Anthropology of post-socialism thus should be closely interwoven with the anthropology 
of global capitalism. But if — let’s call it “transformatology” — means a detached process total-
ly unrelated to broader global forces, in the end this approach falls short of recognizing the in-
terdependences of our current globalised world. That said, on the other hand, if “transitology” 
points to a teleological process of equal and unilinear character in capitalist development, it fails 
to consider the diversity and agency of every time and space. Post-socialism hence remains 
a valid analytical category only if conceived of as a set of similar conditions, such as a collec-
tivist organisation of social life or a state monopoly on capital property, casting a shadow that 
extends to the present while also separating the former socialist countries from formerly “Wes-
tern” countries. However post-socialism does not prove useful as an exclusive, deterministic 
framework that indicates a path dependency or ignores particularities. Thus, the anthropology 
of post-socialism calls for ethnographic research that thoroughly discusses the ambiguities 
of lived realities, rather than formalistically forcing neoclassical concepts to fit them.

Anthropology of Class
“In anthropological hands, then, class is less an already- 

defined position that determines both consciousness and ac-
tion, and more an invitation to discover people’s shifting his-
torical, situated and antagonistic social interdependences”

— Kalb (2015: 16)

Class is mainly used as a category of social stratification in the history of the period of capi-
talism,9 so, the anthropology of class should keep track of global capitalism just like the anthro-
pology of post-socialism. Already Marx and Weber, the fathers of class studies, closely related 
class formation to global capitalism (Carrier and Kalb, 2015). Unsurprisingly, class formation 
strongly depends on processes of unevenness in the creation of value (Gill and Kasimir, 2016). 
As Piketty (2014: 20) reminds us, the accumulation and distribution of wealth is always a product 

9 For an elaborate discussion of roots and evolvement of the concept of class, see Carrier, 2015.
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of economic, social, and political actors. Thus, unevenness is not only an economic topic, but 
better examined in a four-fold approach (Gill and Kasimir, 2016). This includes a strong focus 
on history, politics, space and labour in order to “overcome the problematic, ahistorical formu-
lations of micro–macro or local–global relationships […], by encouraging us to conceptualise 
the mutual constitution of these scales of action” (ibid.: 99). It is this constitution of scales that 
is critical to the anthropology of class as well. Research into class thus means research into 
people’s shifting interdependences, which form a bundle of configurations called class (Kalb, 
2015: 14). In opposition to quantitative and descriptive criteria, this model does not regard class 
as a box “amid other boxes: sanitized, measurable, reified and reduced to a mere category 
of income, education and occupational status” (Kalb, 2015: 2, see also: Lawler, 2012: 258ff.). 
Rather, it emphasises its character as a processual product of social unevenness, developed 
over time and conflicts, in a Marxist sense (Smith, 2015: 87). In case of “middle class” forma-
tion, as will be discussed below, this will become even more evident. It will also become clear 
that anthropology in this context is understood in a sense of “political economy”, rather than 
a “cultural interpretivist” endeavour (Kalb, 2015: 7), which is again on the rise especially since 
the global financial economic crisis in 2008. Regarding global interrelations and the ever-grea-
ter social inequality within and between the different parts of the world, an interpretative an-
thropology of class that considered social class as a mere subjective cosmology might not be 
particular illuminating (Carrier, 2012: 271; 2015: 38).

In short, to study class in anthropological terms is to discuss people’s shifting interdepen-
dences in the light of social stratification. It is to identify “critical junctions” (Kalb and Tak, 2005) 
of classification by providing “close ethnographies of critical issues that push theories to ac-
count for the histories, intricacies, and nuances of everyday life” (Heiman et al., 2012: 27). Not 
surprisingly, the anthropology of class presented here demonstratively calls for ethnographic 
inquiries. Such an anthropological analysis allows the attentive reconfiguration of “class dimen-
sions” (ibid.) by problematising them in a theoretically and empirically informed manner. The 
“anthropology of class [, then, …] describes not the dots on the map, but the ever-changing 
links between them” (Kalb, 2015: 14).

Class, as used here, is not reified as a category of capitalist social theory, but rather is used 
as a tool to study the mechanisms of social unevenness in a variety of social organisations. 
Following the substantivist Polanyian notion of “embedded economy” (Polanyi, 2001 [1944]) — 
that is, an economy embedded in social relations — the close analysis of people’s livelihoods 
and socioeconomic modes of subsistence will shed light on the dimensions of the framing so-
cioeconomic system. Through ethnographic research of class, it is possible to reveal the various 
scales of people’s subsistence, while drawing conclusions about the society they live in. As will 
be discussed below, ethnographic findings indicate a quite ambiguous situation that suggests 
various, simultaneous and even conflicting scales. This means, social classification may simul-
taneously work in competing ways, depending, for example, on demand-driven market mecha-
nisms and/or corporative, estate-based (russ. сословное10) ways. For instance, other authors 
like Shkaratan and Yastrebov (2010) and Kordonsky (2008: 128) argue that the mixture of old So-
viet estate-based social groups, new Russian estate-based groups and newly capitalism-based 
classes (ibid.: 128) — although possibly simultaneously and not mutually exclusively — divides 
contemporary Russian society. Although Kordonsky (2008) uses “class” as a clear capitalist 
notion and prefers “group” when it comes to estate-based systems, I would prefer to empha-
sise the anthropological understanding of “class” described above. However, the use of these 
concepts points to the core of the “guinea pig problem” explained in the introduction. It is 
misleading to use “middle class” as a formalist category of a neoclassical capitalist society. 

10 I refer to “estate-based” as a mechanism organising social mobility by social origin, professional 
group, or other dependent criteria, rather than market economy principles.
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To find out about mechanisms of social mobility and unevenness, little is gained through using 
teleologically imposed frameworks or their respective formalist categories. Instead, one may 
reveal the various group formations by giving priority to the empirical study of people’s shifting 
socioeconomic interdependences and taking their embeddedness into account, thus contri-
buting to a new ontology of middle classes. The anthropology of class, then, has much to offer 
to the research of social classification in Russia by going beyond conventional class ontologies.

Various Social Dynamics in Various Middle Classes

Many of the middle-income respondents, like Nastya, consider their lived experience unjust 
according to their position in society. Nastya, a 33-year old university lecturer at a prestigious 
Moscow university says she feels her professional status does not correspond to her econo-
mic possibilities. She was educated in universities in Russia, the United States and the United 
Kingdom. Nonetheless, her official salary as a university teacher does not even cover her basic 
needs. She lives with her grandmother — she could barely afford to rent her own place in Mos-
cow — in the grandmother’s flat just next to a metro station near the city centre. Although she 
earns up to 80,000 rubles a month, only 15,000 rubles of this comes from her official salary, 
which she supplements by private tutoring and courses for school and college students. Des-
pite her above average income, she feels more “working than middle class”, as she has to work 
from dawn till dusk to make ends meet and to afford some things she wants, like holidays in Eu-
rope. Nastya is a good example of a group called “budgetniks”, professionals like doctors and 
academics employed by the state and paid from the state budget. Despite her qualifications, 
it is hard for her to monetise them through her main job, so she feels forced to find additional 
income in secondary jobs. Although her total income is above average in Moscow terms, most 
of it is “grey” and thus unreliable: she does not receive it during the summer holiday months or 
when she is sick, and cannot make demands on social insurance services.

These perceptions of unfairness considering one’s merits are tightly connected to mecha-
nisms of social mobility. As I have noted, the transformations and changes in Russia’s society 
during the last thirty years make it unsurprising that people might feel unclear about their social 
identity. It is also not surprising, that mechanisms of social mobility might be unclear or ambi-
guous — with regard to both perceived and experienced realities. According to a huge majority 
of my respondents, informality, insecurity and instability are significant restrictions on upward 
social mobility. Nonetheless, as suggested by Klein et al. (2018: 89) and other authors’ research 
on global middle classes, meritocratic ideology is one of the main ways people explain their po-
sition in society. However, this “belief in upward social mobility” (Hage, 2005: 472) due to one’s 
own achievements is a quite capitalist, neoclassical feature. As my results show, despite the na-
med factors of insecurity and informality, as well as perceived unfairness, a sense of meritocra-
tic self-reliance is widespread among my informants in Russia. Hence, they make a distinction 
between their reports of injustice concerning their positions in society and inequality in principle. 
Whereas the former is rooted in unfair allocation mechanisms, the latter refers to income or sta-
tus difference according to meritocratic mechanisms. For instance, Nastya considers her inco-
me to be very well-deserved: she works hard for it indeed, and at several places. However, when 
she talks about the dean or the rector at her university, she expresses distrust of both the pro-
cess by which they were appointed and their salaries (i.a. judging by the Mercedes the dean 
drives to work). Nastya said, she will never be in a position to become dean, as those positions 
are mainly granted through blat (personal connections) rather than by meritocratic mechanisms.

However, people working, for instance, for big companies experienced a more stable en-
vironment in terms of economic security or mechanisms of upward social mobility. For ins-
tance, Vlad, a 28-year old engineer, works for an international transport company in Moscow 
and earns about 120,000 rubles a month and “quite presumably feels to be middle class”. He is 
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quite happy about his job and its recruitment procedures. Although he says he have deserved 
a job advancement at least within the last year, he does not resent his boss’s Mercedes: at least 
in principle, he may have his own someday. Like Nastya, Vlad benefited from a good univer-
sity education. Although he was educated entirely in Russia, he spent some time in the US on 
a “work and travel” programme. The international company he works for hired him through 
a competitive recruiting procedure after several tests and interviews in English he got the job. 
His salary allows him to rent a flat for himself and his girlfriend — not in the city centre, but within 
15 minutes walking distance from the last metro station on the line. In addition, the company 
provides him with a car and annual bonus payments. Vlad says he feels that he can easily afford 
almost anything he wants, for instance holidays abroad: his last trip was to the United States.

However, consumption reflects mechanisms of social mobility in a particularly interes-
ting manner. Some researchers of class criticise income- or consumption-based criteria for 
“oversimplifying class experience” (Klein et al., 2018: 86). Indeed, it is hard to measure “middle 
class” by means of iPhone ownership rates or a neighbourhood’s shopping centre density. 
“Such materialities carry the promise of a set of benefits on a global scale, a full humanity 
conferred by coeval status with the West, moral legitimacy, respectability, local status, and 
a host of other materially enabled desire” (Fehérváry, 2012: 124). In other words, by solely 
considering consumption, one could get trapped by the “imitation” of particular features and 
status symbols ascribed to “middle class”.

In this regard, Vlad and Nastya are carefully chosen ethnographic examples. Both spent 
several months abroad in the United States and United Kingdom for educational and leisure 
reasons. Both have a very good command of English, and both have jobs requiring high uni-
versity qualifications. However, they face different mechanisms of social mobility in different 
branches/sectors of the economy, including different material compensation for their work: 
despite their quite similar backgrounds, Vlad and Nastya have an 150% nominal income diffe-
rence and, as discussed, achieving it requires different efforts for each. Both of them, however, 
are far above the income average in statistical terms. This example, then, illustrates the coexis-
tence of different models of socioeconomic classification and people’s incorporation in them, 
which in this example mainly depends on the sector they work in. Whereas Vlad’s employer 
represents a foreign international company hiring skilled personnel in a demand-driven way, 
Nastya is employed by the state, which also hires skilled personnel, but in a different way and 
with different remuneration. Teaching privately alongside her official university job is a lot better 
salaried. Although Vlad has a higher salary than Nastya has, Nastya is able to live near the city 
centre due to the flat her grandmother privatised in the 1990s. As Vlad has to rent a flat, he 
could hardly afford to do so. Although Nastya and Vlad share many similar descriptive criteria as 
education, status or income group, they hardly belong to the same analytical group of society, 
as implied by formalist categories. Rather they belong to groups exposed to different social 
dynamics.

The Middle Classes as a Lens for Social Dynamics

“The middle class is necessarily an ill-defined entity. 
This does not reflect a lack of theoretical penetration but 
rather the character of reality”

— Wacquant (1991: 57)

At first sight, the epigraph and the title of this conclusion seem to contradict each other. How 
could an ill-defined category be an analytical lens? That said, I argue that it is exactly this ill-de-
finedness — and the attempts to define the category at all costs — that reveals its ambiguities 
and, as a corollary, reveals the social dynamics that make it so difficult to define. As this article 
shows, the study of middle classes is an all but equivocal endeavour. Locating the middle classes 
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in academic research, as well as in public discourse, is based mostly on a formalist approach that 
defines them by descriptive criteria. Drawing on anthropological debates on post-socialism and 
class, I advance the argument that this categorisation fails to provide an account of the diffe-
rent and contradiction-laden character of people’s incorporation in socioeconomic dynamics. 
Vlad and Nastya’s examples illustrate this problem empirically. Analysing the disparities and 
ambiguities of anomie, social mobility, and perceived injustice serves as a means to differen-
tiate the heterogeneous configurations of the shifting relational interdependences of people’s 
lived realities. In putting the empirical evidence into conversation with the current anthropologi-
cal debates of class, I make the case for an approach going beyond conventional middle class 
ontologies. I argue that the formalist category of “middle class” is not only inherently impre-
cise, but also essentialises and overemphasises a neoclassical socioeconomic model, falling 
short of a complex and comprehensive analysis. Although parts of Russian society might fit into 
neoclassical models of “middle class”, (even though they are not middle in Russian statistical 
terms), the concept distorts social dynamics and obscures other parts of society. Like the “gui-
nea pig”, it elicits certain associations by transferring a designation from a different socioeco-
nomic system while disregarding its substantive contents. Drawing the formalist-substantivist 
debate in anthropology, the Polanyian notion of the economistic fallacy 

is still useful in grasping the axioms of a good deal of mainstream economic theory and 
their unwarranted application to empirical human economies universally. It does not help 
in providing a realistic account of any substantive economic worlds, either those of mo-
dern capitalism or of its erstwhile socialist rival (Hann, 2014: 646).

In place of checking off discrete markers of social “middle class”, ethnographic examina-
tion in conjunction with anthropological theorizing can help point out blind spots in conventio-
nal class terminology.

After this discussion, Wacquant’s general statement on the “middle class” character 
should not come as a surprise. While I made the case with regard to the supposed Russian 
middle classes, Wacquant’s proposition is of a more general character. This is certainly a valid 
argument regarding the discussed debates in the anthropology of class: to find out about those 
at various points in the “middle” zones, it is “necessary to study dynamically the whole set of re-
lationships that links them to those groups situated above and below” (Wacquant, 1991: 58). 
Thus, studying people of a middle income stratum may particularly help to elucidate processes 
of social classification. For the precarious proletariat on one side and the elites on the other, 
models of subsistence may be less ambiguous, but for the middle classes these dynamics are 
far less clear-cut. Due to their middle economic position, they are exposed to both upward and 
downward social mobility. Moreover, the middle classes in Moscow are particularly eminently 
situated at the conjunction of competing scales pointing to the dialectic between global ca-
pitalism on the one hand, and of state influences on the other. Hence, the Muscovite middle 
classes, based on an anthropological class understanding, represent a particularly productive 
analytical pivot for examining social dynamics in contemporary Russia, becoming a lens for 
relational interdependences. It is this lens that contributes to going beyond conventional class 
terms and to developing a new language for an analytical understanding of contemporary Rus-
sian society. This does not make the study of middle classes an easy endeavour. But, to cite 
Wacquant (ibid.) once more, the beauty of the study of class also lies in its difficulty.
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В поисках «морской свинки»? Проблемы исследования 
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После распада Советского Союза российское общество претерпело многие исто-
рические изменения. После переломов 1990-х, начало 21-го столетия можно описать 
как время экономического роста и стабилизации. Этот период социально-экономиче-
ских перемен часто интерпретируется как время зарождения «среднего класса», уско-
ряющего переход от социалистического общества к капиталистическому. Однако, в то 
время как некоторые исследователи выделяют неопределенный сегмент общества, 
относящийся к «среднему классу», опираясь на описательные критерии, другие ставят 
под вопрос применимость аналитической категории «средний класс» к современному 
российскому обществу в принципе. В данной главе, основанной на материалах продол-
жающегося в г. Москва исследования, рассматривается конвенциональная онтология 
класса и указывается на неопределенность этого понятия, основанного преимущест-
венно на результатах антропологических полевых исследований. В качестве продуктив-
ного для выявления социальной динамики подхода в статье проводится различие между 
формалистским и субстантивистским использованием термина «средний класс», и де-
монстрируется необходимость нового языка описания, который бы отражал это разли-
чие. Эти аргументы иллюстрируются двумя этнографическими примерами. Данное 
исследование призвано внести вклад в текущие антропологические дебаты по поводу 
классов в постсоциалистических обществах.

Ключевые слова: средний класс, российское общество, классовая антропология, 
постсоциализм, социальная мобильность.
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